A microtechnique for the rapid analysis of macromolecule synthesis in minicultures of mammalian cells.
A new micromethod, called the Stanzen technique, is described for the rapid determination of DNA and protein content as well as the incorporation rates of radioactively labeled precursors into macromolecules in cells growing in replica minicultures on plastic petri dishes. The procedure yielded reproducible results assaying only minimal cell numbers per sample and was applied for studying both primary or early passaged cell cultures (mouse epidermal cells and fibroblasts) and a malignantly transformed epidermal cell line. In four well defined circular areas (called Stanzen) marked on the bottom of tissue-culture plastic petri dishes (by heated stamps), 0.2 to 4 x 10(5) cells per area were plated and grown as four individual cultures in one dish. Both treatment and labeling with radioactive precursors of these Stanzen cultures were performed as with normal petri dishes. After fixation and extraction of the cultures, the singular Stanzen areas (with the cells fixed onto them) were sawed out and transferred into vials for liquid-scintillation counting or determination of DNA and protein. The obtained values of specific activity corresponded well whether the samples compared were derived from the minicultures of the same dish or from several dishes. By modifications of the known colorimetric methods for DNA and protein determination, the sensitivity of these procedures was improved down to values of 1 microgram DNA or 5 micrograms protein per individual culture. These micromodifications yielded the same values as the standard methods whether applied to cell suspensions or to cell cultures. Finally, cell proliferation was not influenced by the growth conditions in the small Stanzen areas and proceeded as in normal dishes or larger areas similarly stamped on the bottom of petri dishes. Since this method proved valuable for biochemical studies using primary cultures of mouse epidermal cells (saving cell material by a factor of 10, test substances and time), it might also be advantageous for other purposes as well where the availability of cells or test substances are limiting factors for large test series.